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Abstract In recent years, numerous techniques have been proposed for hu-
man activity recognition (HAR) from images and videos. These techniques can
be divided into two major categories: handcrafted and deep learning. Deep
learning-based models have produced remarkable results for HAR. However,
these models have a number of shortcomings, such as requirement for huge
amount of training data, lack of transparency, offline nature, and poor inter-
pretability of their internal parameters. In this paper, a new approach for HAR
is proposed which consists of interpretable, self-evolving, and self-organizing
set of 0-order IF...THEN rules. This approach is completely data-driven, and
non-parametric; thus, prototypes are identified automatically during the train-
ing process. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a set of
high-level features is obtained using pre-trained deep convolution neural net-
work model, and recently introduced deep rule-based classifier is applied for
classification. Experiments are performed on a challenging benchmark dataset
UCF50, results confirmed that proposed approach outperforms state-of-the-art
methods. In addition to this, an ablation study is performed to demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed approach by comparing the performance of our
DRB classifier with four state-of-the-art classifiers. This analysis revealed that
DRB classifier can perform better than stat-of-the-art classifiers even with
limited training samples.
Keywords : Human Action Recognition, Deep Learning, Fuzzy Rule-based
Classifier
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, human activity recognition (HAR) has been an
active research area due to its numerous applications in assisted living, video
surveillance, video search, and human-robot interaction, [50]. Initially, the re-
search was focused on simple datasets recorded under controlled settings, e.g.,
Weizmann [25], and KTH [52]. This was mainly due to the unavailability of
datasets and required computing resources for processing the data. However,
with the rapid increase of video contents, there has been a strong urge for un-
derstanding the contents of realistic videos. As a consequence, more realistic
video datasets such as UCF Sports [56], UCF50 [47], and HMDB51 [35] were
developed for HAR. This is considered a step forward for the development of
real world systems for human activity recognition. However, developing robust
algorithms for realistic environments is a challenging task and needs further
attention of the researchers [50].
The major challenges for HAR are occlusion, viewpoint variations, intra-
class variations, variability caused by camera motion, moving background ob-
jects, camera jitters, and various video decoding artifacts. Additionally, in
case of limited computing resources, training deep models on a huge amount
of video data is also considered a challenging task [65]. In order to overcome
the above-mentioned challenges, numerous techniques have been proposed us-
ing handcrafted and deep learning-based models. Handcrafted feature-based
techniques are based on the expert designed features such as Histogram of
Oriented Gradients (HOG) [15], Histogram of Optical Flow (HOF) [16], and
spatio-temporal features [18]. Whereas, deep learning-based techniques em-
ploy the concept of end-to-end learning with a trainable features extractor
followed by a trainable classifier, thus eliminating the need of handcrafted
feature descriptors.
Deep learning-based techniques has gained much popularity in the research
community due to their excellent results for different recognition problems,
which includes object recognition [22, 33, 55], handwritten digits recognition
[14,37], face recognition [44,57],human action recognition [10,46], and speech
recognition [1]. Specifically, the deep convolution neural networks (DCNN)
have produced excellent results in image understanding problems [39]. How-
ever, deep learning-based models have a number of shortcomings [7, 27], such
as
1. require a huge amount of training samples to produce accurate results;
2. are offline, and lack transparency (people cannot see how the model actu-
ally works);
3. their internal parameters are not easily interpretable because these are
based on ad-hoc decisions made regarding internal structure;
4. are unable to deal with the issue of uncertainty.
In order to minimize the need for a huge amount of data to train deep
models, the concept of transfer learning from pre-trained DCNN based mod-
els was introduced for solving different computer vision tasks. This minimizes
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the need of huge amount of data up to some extent without compromising the
accuracy too much. However, the incompatibility of source and target archi-
tectures is considered a major hindrance to apply transfer learning in domain
specific problems [51]. In addition, deep learning-based models are unable to
deal with uncertainty issue in classification. On the other hand, fuzzy rule-
based (FRB) methods are well known for dealing with uncertainties. These
methods are strong in making inference and have an efficient, interpretable,
and transparent internal structures. Therefore, FRB methods are more suit-
able for real world applications [2,4]. As the variation of FRB, evolving fuzzy
rule-based (EFRB) methods are further equipped with capability of learn-
ing parameters autonomously from the data streams [2]. However, FRB and
EFRB methods have not been able to produce competitive results with deep
learning-based methods. The main deficiency of these methods is their poor
internal structure and meta-parameters optimization process [2]. With the in-
tention of overcoming these deficiencie, a principally new approach i.e., deep
rule-based (DRB) was introduced [7], which combined the best features of FRB
and deep learning-based models. This deep rule-based model inherited trans-
parency, interpretability, and efficiency from FRB systems [2, 6], to combine
with massively parallel multi-layer architecture of deep learning. In addition,
DRB model did not require huge amount of training data, and was able to
learn from small number of images [26]. This model produced excellent classi-
fication results surpassing deep learning-based models on various benchmark
datasets [3, 7, 27].
The proposed classifier is generic in nature and can be extended to various
classification and prediction tasks. As compared to state-of-the-art approaches,
it has following promising properties:
1. It has no requirement of parameters specific to the problem and does not
require users to make prior assumptions about the deterministic or random
nature of data and the type of distribution.
2. It offers a self-evolving and human interpretable system structure.
3. Its computational process is online, transparent, non-iterative and highly
parallelizable in nature.
4. Its training process can start from scratch and can work reliably even with
very few training samples.
In this paper, our recently introduced deep rule-based (DRB) classifier [7] is
applied for human activity recognition. In order to achieve this, a pre-trained
DCNN model [34] is employed for feature extraction followed by the DRB
classifier for activity recognition. As the DRB classifier can work with any
high level features, AlexNet is chosen for its simplicity among other pre-trained
models. The paper is structured as follows: Related work is presented in Section
2, proposed methodology is explained in Section 3, experimentation and results
are discussed in Section 4, and finally the paper is concluded in Section 5.
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2 RELATED WORK
The literature related to human activity recognition can be divided into four
categories for easy understanding. These include: handcrafted feature based,
deep learning-based, saliency-based, and FRB techniques, discussed as follows:
2.1 Handcrafted Feature-based Approach
The traditional approach for human activity recognition was based on hand
engineered feature descriptors. Initially, this approach was very popular in the
HAR community and produced promising results well-known HAR datasets. In
this approach, handcrafted feature descriptors are used for feature extraction
followed by a generic classifier such as a support vector machine (SVM) for clas-
sification. This approach includes, but not limited to, space-time, appearance-
based descriptors. However, handcrafted feature-based techniques are depen-
dent on expert designed features descriptors. This is considered a major limi-
tation of these techniques [50]. The work in [49] presented a method for HAR
using view-invariant features and support vector machine. This method pro-
duced competitive results but was dependent on multiple handcrafted feature
descriptors. Another work in [64] introduced the concept of dense trajectory
and motion boundary descriptor for HAR from videos. This method produced
excellent results on several benchmark HAR datasets. However, the complex-
ity involved in computing the trajectories effected the performance of this
method. Later, this method was extended in [66] and performance was im-
proved by introducing a camera motion estimation method. Several methods
were proposed for HAR using handcrafted feature-based approach. However,
due to its dependency on hand engineered features and after the introduc-
tion of deep learning-based approach, this has become less attractive for the
research community [50].
2.2 Deep Learning-based Approach
Generally, handcrafted feature descriptors are problem specific and there is
no generic descriptor that can work for all types of problems. Deep learning
aims to learn different levels of representation and abstraction that can give
meaning to data directly from raw data. This approach has automated the
process of feature extracting, representing and classification. Deep Learning
models have shown superior performance over ”handcrafted” features for many
recognition tasks from images and videos [74], [23], [59]. Several deep learning-
based methods have been proposed for HAR in recent works [54], [32], [61], [30],
[67], [11], [21]. Some of these methods employed single frame static features
[54], [32], while others consider video frames as multi-channel input to 2D
DCNN models. In addition, deep learning-based representations have been
learned from raw pixel inputs and from pre-computed optical flow features.
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It has been learned that motion-based models typically outperform spatial
representation-based models [68], [54]. In addition, 3D DCNN have also been
investigated for HAR. Some of these methods consider short video intervals of
2,7,15, and 16 frames [60], [30], [32], [61] respectively. While, other works with
longer temporal convolutions allow temporal action representation at their
full scale [63]. Temporal convolution-based methods have shown the superior
performance, but these methods are computationally expensive. The work
in [43] investigated recurrent neural network for HAR and claimed competitive
results.
2.3 Saliency-based Approach
Salient object detection (SOD) or saliency detection is one of the important
approach for HAR from images and videos. This approach is inspired by the
human visual attention system which enables human to detect conspicuous and
eye-attracting regions from the natural images and videos [28]. Processing of
salient objects rather than whole image makes the HAR algorithms more effi-
cient and reduces the interference of background pixels. Many saliency-based
methods have been proposed for HAR and other computer vision-based ap-
plications using both supervised and unsupervised learning strategies. Specifi-
cally, Deep learning models trained on large amount of annotated images have
produced remarkable results for object detection, HAR, and other computer
vision applications. However, providing pixel-level ground truth for each train-
ing image is an expensive and time consuming task. To address this problem,
Zhang et al. [73] proposed a method for deep salient object detection with-
out using human annotation. The supervisory information was generated us-
ing synthesis scheme obtained from fusion and knowledge source transition.
Another method for saliency detection using graph-based manifold ranking
was proposed by Deng et al. [17]. In this method, a salient map was con-
structed using multiple self-weighted graph-based manifold ranking method
where structure of separation between different graphs is learned by a set of
hyper parameters.
Moreover, literature suggests that better human representation methods
are essential for robust human action recognition. In this connection, Li et
al. [38] discovered that simple RGB image is not an effective representation for
HAR because it can easily overfit to actor appearance in a particular dataset
and background of the scene. Thus, essential human representation in other
forms such as 3D, can be helpful for cross-dataset transferability and better
performance. In addition to this, scene flow estimation-based techniques have
also been found effective in scene understanding and action recognition [31].
2.4 FRB Approach
Human activity recognition in realistic scenarios is a challenging task due to
the uncertainty of the behavior, motion variations, and uncertainty factors
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related to the subject such as orientation, position, and speed. As the repre-
sentation of same actions performed by the different subjects is not same, thus
there exists an intra-class and inter-subject variations which make the situa-
tion even worse. These factors cause high level of uncertainty and ambiguity
in action recognition. Fuzzy logic is an established field for handling uncer-
tainty in real world problems [71]. Different methods have been proposed to
handle uncertainty factors in HAR. The work in [13] proposed a FRB method
for HAR using template posture matching and fuzzy rule reasoning. Another
method for HAR was proposed in [41] to assist the elderly people at home en-
vironment. The work introduced in [24] proposed a fuzzy logic-based method
to recognize the activities of students in a laboratory environment to evaluate
the performance of the course under consideration.
Video surveillance is considered as one of the important applications of
HAR. In this direction, a work in [9] proposed a fuzzy rule-based method for
HAR in different surveillance scenarios of daytime and night. Dual cameras
(visible and thermal) were used to capture the activities. Some researchers
also proposed a model-based features and movements extracted from human
silhouettes. The work presented in [71] proposed a fuzzy machine vision-based
method for HAR using model-based features and fuzzy c-means clustering
to learn the membership function. Likewise, there are many cues that can
be used as features for HAR. One of the most important cues is “bag-of-
words” paradigm which was successfully employed for HAR. This led to the
introduction of type-2 fuzzy topic models (T2FTM) [12] for HAR and dealing
with the uncertainties.
3 Proposed Approach
The DRB classifier combines the best features of traditional FRB and DCNN
models, this classifier is prototype-based in nature and offers high accuracy
and interpretability. As compared to DCNN-based models,it has the following
unique features:
1. Its computational process is non-iterative, highly efficient and explainable
to human users.
2. Its internal structure is human-interpretable and dynamically evolving with
new training samples.
3. Its learning process can start ”from scratch” and can work with only one
sample.
The architecture of the proposed DRB approach for HAR consists of the
following four components (see Fig. 1).
1. pre-procssing layer;
2. pre-trained DCNN model;
3. massively parallel rule base;
4. decision-maker.
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Fig. 1: Architecture of the proposed DRB approach.
3.1 Pre-processing Layer
This module converts the video frames into required format and dimensions,
suitable for feature extraction module. Hence, it resizes the image frames into
227×227 pixels as required by the pre-trained DCNN model [34] used for fea-
ture extraction. One may also consider using other pre-processing techniques,
i.e., rotation, flipping, to augment the image set and improve the generalization
ability. However, in this work, only resizing operation was performed.
3.2 Pre-trained DCNN Model
The proposed approach uses the pre-trained AlexNet [34] model as a fea-
ture descriptor to extract high-level features from video frames. The AlexNet
structure diagram is given in Fig. 2. The main reason for the selection of this
model is its simplicity and its proven high descriptive capacity for HAR [51].
AlexNet was trained in the ImageNet dataset for image classification. Its ar-
chitecture consists of five convolutional layers and three fully connected layers.
This model is adopted for feature extraction for our target dataset by taking
1× 4096 from the dimensional activations of the first fully connected layer as
a feature vector for DRB classification.
It is worth mentioning that proposed DRB classifier supports different
types of low-level, medium-level or high-level feature descriptors, which in-
cludes GoogleNet [58], and ResNet [29]. Different feature descriptors have their
own merits and demerits, and should be considered based on the nature of the
problem.
It is important to mention that the proposed DRB classifier supports dif-
ferent types of descriptors of low, medium or high level features, including
GoogleNet [58] and ResNet [29]. Different feature descriptors have their own
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Fig. 2: Structure diagram of AlexNet model [34].
advantages and disadvantages and must be taken into account depending on
the nature of the problem.
3.3 Massively Parallel Rule Base
This layer consists of an ensemble of massively parallel IF...THEN rules of
AnYa type [5,8]. Each IF...THEN rule are built upon a number of prototypes
connected by logical ”OR” operators. These IF...THEN rules are the ”core” of
the DRB classifier. Thanks to its prototype-based nature, its system structure
is highly transparent and interpretable for human, and the learning process can
be parallelized in a very large degree. Collaborative learning is also possible.
An example of these rules is demonstrated in 5.
Assuming that the image set consists of images of C categories, the pro-
posed approach will self-organize a set of C IF...THEN rules in parallel (one
rule per class) based on the prototypes of data clouds identified from im-
ages of each class during the learning process in a non-parametric and fully
autonomous manner. After the learning process is completed, one is able to
obtain the rule base with each IF...THEN formulated in the following form
(c = 1, 2, 3, ..., C) [7, 26,27]:
IF (I ∼ Pc,1) OR (I ∼ Pc,2) OR ... OR (I ∼ Pc,Nc)
THEN (class c)
(1)
where ”∼” represents similarity, which is known as a fuzzy degree of mem-
bership; I represents a specific action image, and x is the respective feature
vector obtained by the DCNN model; Pc,i represents the i
th visual prototype
of the cth class, and pc,i is the corresponding feature vector; i = 1, 2, ..., Nc; Nc
represents the number of prototypes from the images of the cth class identified
by the DRB.
The learning process of the DRB classifier has been described in detail
in [7, 26]. To make this paper self-contained, we summarize the learning pro-
cess in the following pseudo-code. The diagram of the main algorithmic pro-
cedure is also given in Fig. 3. Note that, as each IF...THEN rule is built from
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the images of its corresponding class independently, we use the cth rule as an
example, and same principles are applicable to all other rules within the same
rule base [4, 7, 26].
INPUT: streaming images of the cth class
ALGORITHM BEGINS
1. Pre-process image, Ic,1 and extract the feature vector, xc,1;





3. Initialize the global meta-parameters:
Kc ← 1; Nc ← 1; µc ← xc,1; (3)
where Kc denotes the current time instance; Nc represents the number of
identified prototypes; µc is the global mean of the feature vectors of images
of the cth class.
4. Initialize the meta-parameters of the first data cloud Cc,1:
Cc,1 ← {Ic,1}; Pc,1 ← Ic,1;
pc,1 ← xc,1; Sc,1 ← 1;
rc,1 ← r0;
(4)
where Pc,1 is the first visual prototype; xc,1 is the corresponding feature
vector; Sc,1 is the support (number of members) of the data cloud, and rc,1
is the radius of the area of influence of the data cloud; r0 is a small value
to stabilize the new data cloud, and r0 =
√
2(1− cos(30o)) is used in this
study [7, 26].
5. Initialize the IF...THEN rule:
Rc : IF (I ∼ Pc,1) THEN (class c) (5)
6. While (new image is available) and (no request for interruption):
(a) Kc ← Kc + 1;
(b) Pre-process image, Ic,Kc and extract the feature vector, xc,Kc ;
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where Z = Ic,Kc ,Pc,1,Pc,2, ...,Pc,Nc ; z = xc,Kc ,pc,1,pc,2, ...,pc,Nc .
(f) Find the nearest data cloud, Cc,n∗ :
n∗ = argmin
j=1,2,...,NC
(||pc,j − xc,Kc ||); (9)
(g) If Condition 1 is satisfied:
Condition1 :If (DKc(Ic,Kc) > max
j=1,2,...,Nc
(DKc(Pc,j)))
Or (DKc(Ic,Kc) < min
j=1,2,...,Nc
(DKc(Pc,j)))
Or (||pc,n∗ − xc,Kc || ≥ rc,n∗)
Then (Add a new data cloud)
(10)
– Add a new data cloud by:
Nc ← Nc + 1; Cc,Nc ← {Ic,Nc};
Pc,Nc ← Ic,Kc ; pc,Nc ← xc,Kc ;
Sc,Nc ;← 1; rc,Nc ← r0;
(11)
(h) Else:
– Update the meta-parameters of Cc,n∗ :













r2c,n∗ + (1− ||pc,n∗ ||2);
(12)
(i) End If
(j) Update the IF...THEN rule:





OUTPUT:the cth IF...THEN rule: Rc
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Fig. 3: Algorithmic procedure of DRB [4].
3.4 Decision-Maker
During the validation process, for a particular unlabeled HAR image, I, one
can obtain C scores of confidence using the corresponding C 0-order massively
parallel IF...THEN rules identified through the learning process from the la-







where x is the 1 × 4096 dimensional feature vector extracted from I by the
pre-trained AlexNet model [34].
The label of I is assigned using ”winner-takes-all” principle:
Label (I)← class c∗; c∗ = argmax
j=1,2,...,C
(λj(I)). (15)
The more detailed algorithmic procedure of the training and testing pro-
cesses of the DRB classifier can be found in [26]. The open source software
implementation in Matlab is also available at the following link and detailed
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Fig. 4: One frame example of each action in UCF50 dataset
4 Experimentation and Results
In this section, the ablation analysis of the DRB classifier with other four state-
of-the-art classifiers is performed. In addition to this, the proposed approach
has been compared with state-of-the-art handcrafted and deep learning-based
methods on well-know action recognition UCF50 dataset.
4.1 Ablation Analysis
As shown in Section 3, the DRB classifier can be divided into two main parts,
1) a deep learning-based image processing architecture and 2) a fuzzy rule-
based learning system. An ablation study is very important to demonstrate
the efficacy of the proposed approach. Therefore, in the following experiment,
we evaluated the performance of our DRB classifier and four state-of-the-art
classifiers, which include support vector machine (SVM), k-nearest neighbor
(KNN), decision tree and random forest, on a subset of the UCF50 dataset.
In this experiment, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 images are randomly
selected for training and validating the five classifiers with a training-testing
split ratio of 70:30. For fair comparison, the four comparative algorithms are
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Table 1: Comparison with the State-of-the-art Classifiers
Total Number of Training and Testing
Samples and Accuracy(%) of Each Classifier
Classifiers
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
DRB 96.00 95.00 95.00 94.00 94.00
KNN 94.00 94.00 94.00 93.00 93.00
SVM 92.00 94.00 94.00 93.00 93.00
Decision tree 82.00 84.00 87.00 85.00 87.00
Random forest 91.00 93.00 92.00 93.00 92.00
trained and validated using the same feature vectors as extracted by the DRB
classifier. The classification accuracy comparison under different experimental
settings are shown in Table 1. The results confirm that DRB classifier has
superior performance, outperforming the four comparative classifiers under
different experimental settings. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that DRB
classifier has potential to produce excellent results with limited amount of
data along with other excellent qualities.
4.2 Comparison With State-of-the-art Methods
To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, experiments have been
performed on well-known action recognition UCF50 [48] dataset. Unlike many
activity datasets which are recorded under controlled settings and does not
present realistic scenarios. This dataset consists of 50 human activities taken
from YouTube ranging from daily life exercises to sports activities. These activ-
ities are divided into 25 groups and each group contains minimum four action
clips. The groups are formed on the basis of similar features such as similar
background, same person, and similar viewpoint of the action performed. Some
action images of UCF50 dataset are shown in Fig. 4. This dataset presents
many challenges such as large variations in camera motion, cluttered back-
ground, object appearance, and illumination conditions. For experimentation,
the dataset was divided into two parts, where 70% of the data was used for
training the model and the remaining 30% for testing the performance of the
model. The numerical results in terms of classification are reported after 20
Monte Carlo experiments in Table 2.
For clarity, technical details of the DRB classifier for numerical experiments
are summarized as follows:
1. Pre-processing layer: resizing the image into 227x227 as required by the
feature extraction module.
2. Feature extraction layer: using the pre-trained AlexNet model to ex-
tract a 1x4096 dimensional feature vector from each image.
3. Massively parallel rule-base: learning from training image to generate
a set of IF...THEN rules for decision making.
4. Decision maker: producing the label of the validation image
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Table 2: Comparison of state-of-the-art algorithms on UCF50 dataset.
Year Author Accuracy
(%)
- Proposed Method 99.50
2020 Shu et al. [53] 96.15
2019 Ullah et al. [62] 96.40
2018 Nazir et al. [42] 93.42
2018 Yi et al. [72] 93.70
2017 Liu et al. [40] 93.20
2017 Duta et al. [19] 93.00
2017 Wilson et al. [70] 66.30
2016 wang et al. [65] 91.70
2016 Peng et al. [45] 92.30
2015 Lan et al. [36] 94.40
2014 wang et al. [69] 64.60
2013 wang et al. [66] 91.70
2013 wang et al. [64] 84.50
2013 Everts et al. [20] 72.90
2013 Reddy et al. [48] 76.90
Fig. 5: Demonstration of IF THEN ELSE rules
Some examples of the identified IF...THEN rules during the training pro-
cess are given in Fig. 5 for illustration of human-interpretability. Extensive
experiments were carried out to quantify the performance of the proposed
DRB classifier. In this regard, the proposed method was compared to several
state-of-ther-art methods on well-known UCF50 action as shwon in Table 1.
The proposed method outperforms the best performing methods with more
than 5%, which is really an achievement.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, a new approach for human action recognition is proposed. This
method is based on recently introduced 0-order fuzzy deep rule-based classifier
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with prototype nature. The proposed architecture is interpretable, transpar-
ent and has self-organizing capability from scratch. Pre-trained deep convo-
lution neural network based features extracted from a challenging benchmark
UCF50 dataset are used for training and testing the performance of the pro-
posed model. The results indicate that proposed method outperformed all
compared algorithms by more than 5%. Moreover, it is important to mention
that most of the existing methods use multiple features while our proposed
model achieved better accuracy with single feature descriptor. Moreover, this
classifier has ability to produce excellent results even with limited training
samples as confirmed by the ablation analysis. This analysis further revealed
that DRB classifier can perform better than stat-of-the-art classifiers, which
makes it an ideal classifier for application domains with scarcity of data as
well. As a future direction, we will test the proposed approach on more chal-
lenging datasets, e.g. UCF101. We would also like to extend our method with
semi-supervised and unsupervised learning mechanisms.
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